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Regarding “eNOS G894T polymorphism as a mild
predisposing factor for abdominal aortic aneurysm”
Fatini, et al1 recently reported a very interesting study that
evaluated the role of three polymorphisms of the endothelial nitric
oxide synthase (eNOS) gene (T-786C, b/a intron 4, and G894T)
in the predisposition of abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA). In this
study, the distributions of these polymorphisms were compared
between 250 patients with AAA and 250 healthy subjects with a
negative history of cardiovascular disease. A significant difference in
genotype distribution and allele frequency was observed for the eNOS
G894T polymorphism but not for the others. A possible explanation
for this observation given by the authors is that the eNOS Glu298
and Asp298 variants are differently processed in the cells. It was
suggested that the Asp298 variant might be more susceptible to
inactivation by cleavage by proteases, thus impairing eNOS func-
tion.2
It is important, however, to mention that there is evidence
that the increase in the susceptibility of the eNOS-Asp298 variant
likely results from an artefact of Western blotting preparation.3
This occurs because of acidification during the boiling of the
sample with standard Laemmli buffer. In this manner, the pH of
the sample solution becomes more acid, causing protein degrada-
tion, principally of the Asp-Pro bond, which is particularly suscep-
tible to acid hydrolysis. This finding was demonstrated when
another buffer (lithium dodecyl sulfate) more resistant to pH
changes was used in a sample preparation, and no fragmentation of
Asp variant was observed. Recently, this finding was reproduced.4
That study also demonstrated that there were no significant
differences in intracellular-specific activity and localization in the
plasma membrane and Golgi between eNOS-Glu298 and eNOS-
Asp298. Nevertheless, isolated protein from culture cells was un-
successful in assessing the complex intracellular regulation of
eNOS that is modulated by a number of factors. Thus, it is likely
that any relationship between the genetic variants of eNOS and
cardiovascular disease is due to this being an indirect marker of the
genetic association rather than a direct functional effect, or possibly
an association of Asp variant with an unknown protein expressed
under pathologic conditions.
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Regarding “Midterm outcome of endovascular repair
of ruptured abdominal aortic aneurysms”
I read with great interest the findings of Hechelhammer et al1
on endovascular stenting of ruptured abdominal aortic aneurysms
(rAAAs). Substantial evidence has yet to show a significant im-
provement in outcome with endovascular repair, although it is the
direction that vascular surgery is heading.
When drawing conclusions from this article, it is important to
realize how the authors have classified a rAAA. On computed
tomography (CT) scan, extravasation was detected in only 35.1%
of the patients. The detection of a hematoma on CT scan was
suggestive of rupture, but how long did this occur prior to presen-
tation? It further states that 5 of 37 patients had no identifiable site
of “rupture” on CT. It describes how only hemodynamically stable
patients were included, with no parameters mentioned. Fifteen of
the 37 patients were transferred from referring hospitals.
If we are to successfully compare endovascular repair with
other studies, it is vital that we categorize the patient sample as
accurately at possible. The percentage drop in blood pressure, the
pulse rate, the duration since onset of symptoms, and the blood
hemoglobin, pH, or base excess on admission are all examples of
possible parameters that could be measured to help form a grading
system for severity of rAAA. Almost half (40.5%) of the patients
were transferred, confirming a lack of urgency to intervene. A
grading system of the clinical severity of the rupture with a timing
element representing the need to repair must be introduced to
make accurate comparisons between different endovascular rAAA
series.
Hechelhammer et al make many comparisons with open repair
of rAAAs, yet conclude that the two treatments are not comparable
in this study, which I would agree with. Nevertheless, an overall
comparison between the two techniques needs to be made if it is to
further current clinical practice through evidence-based medicine.
Demographic comparisons between the open and endovascular
repair groups should be made, and the outcome of stable patients
(demonstrated by suitable parameters) compared, either by ran-
domizing their treatment or by comparing results with a similar
center or with results from open repair at the same center from the
years preceding the study.
It would be interesting to note the share of the repair between
surgeon and radiologist. Common complications seen in open
repair such as myocardial infarction and pneumonia are not dis-
cussed, nor are stent infections. Clarification of their absence
would help in future comparisons. Thoughts for the future include
the incidence of radiation-induced tumors from repeated CT
scanning required for follow up and the impact on the radiology
suite encountered when radiologists are required at short notice to
perform these lengthy procedures.
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